meaning "founder" (as of a family), "ancestral heroine," "prince," "chief," "first cause," "originator" or "originating power." An **archégos** could be a deity, and thus Plato reports that the Egyptians said that Neith was the founder of Sais in Egypt, while the Greeks said it was Athena, and the daughters of Ascopus (Salamis, Aegina, Thebe, Sinope, etc.) were considered to be the ancestral heroines of cities. **Archégos** could also be the human ancestor of a tribe or family. The word can also mean "leader," and it is in this sense that Eusebius calls his opponent Marcellus "leader of the godless heretics," and an inscription from Dijon, France refers to a man named Chyndonax as **archégos** of the priests (CIG 6798).

In the LXX, **archégos** translates a number of Hebrew words, but most often rōš, in the sense of military, political or clan leader (Exod 6:14; Num 13:3; 14:4; 25:4; Deut 33:21; Judg 9:44; 1 Chr 5:24; 8:28; 12:21; Neh 7:70-71; 11:16-17; Lam 2:10).

**Archégos** as a translation of qāgin, "chief," "ruler" (Judg 11:6, 11; Isa 3:6,7) and šar, "prince," "official," "governor" (Judg 5:15; 1 Chr 26:26; Neh 2:9; Isa 30:4) is also relatively frequent. Josephus uses **archégos** five times, three times in the sense "originator," "author" (of crimes: Ant. 7.9.3§207; of trouble: Ant. 20.6.3§136; of legal violations: Ag. Ap. 1.270), and twice in the sense of "ancestor," "founder of our race" (Ag. Ap. 1.71,130). Philo uses **archégos** in the meaning "leader," "chief" (Leg. alleg. 3.175 [Num 14:4; Hebrew: rōš]; De opific. 1.89 [Num 25:4; Hebrew: rōš ha’am]); much more common in Philonic usage is the related **archégetēs**, which refers to Adam as the founder of the human race (De opific. 79,136,142), Seth, "the head of our race" (De poster. 42), God, as the originator of the universe (De ebriet. 42), the twelve sons of Jacob (De fuga 73), etc.

In the NT Christ is the **archégos**, i.e., originator of life (Acts 3:15), of salvation (Heb 2:10), and of faith (Heb 12:2), as well as **archégos kai sōtēr**, i.e., leader and savior (Acts 5:31).

This survey has yielded three basic meanings of **archégos**:

1. ancestral hero or heroine, founder;
2. originator;
3. leader, chief.

C. The Meaning of **archégissa/archégos** in Jewish Inscriptions

For the two **archégissa/archégos** inscriptions (CII 696b, 731g), the second meaning cannot apply, for one must be the originator of something, and in neither inscription is there a
genitive to indicate that something. The third meaning, "leader," "chief" is a plausible one, although it is not possible to define it more accurately in relation to other Jewish offices. If, as Robert has suggested, \( \text{archēgos} \) is the equivalent of \textit{principalis} (CII 681), then \text{archēgos} is not a substitute for \textit{archisynagōgos}, because the Ioses of CII 681 bears both titles: \textit{arcisina(gogus) et principal(is)}. However, since Jewish titles differed from locality to locality, \textit{archēgissa/archēgos} may in fact have been the equivalent of \textit{archisynagōgissa/archisynagōgos} in Peristeria's (CII 696b) or in Jacob's (CII 731g) community. Since there is no further indication either in the inscriptions themselves or in Jewish literature, one cannot decide definitively whether \textit{archēgissa/archēgos} means leader of the Jewish civic community or of the worship congregation, but this distinction would apply only in areas where these two were not the same. Perhaps the Jewish community in Thebes in Phthiotis was so small that this distinction is irrelevant.

Given the background of the term \textit{archēgos}, however, another meaning also presents itself. We have seen that \textit{archēgos} in the sense of "ancestor," "founder" was widespread among both Jews and non-Jews, whereby the reference was nearly always to an ancestral figure or to a deity. Could it be that \textit{archēgissa/archēgos} meant "founder of the Jewish community" in a particular city? One must admit that this would be a somewhat new meaning for this term, a further development of the meaning "ancestral founder" of a city, a clan, a race, but in a time in which Judaism was still a missionary religion, it is possible that the founder of a community could have been a revered figure, and by this title, have been compared to the ancestral founders of cities, families, etc. In the writings of the Jewish-Christian Paul, one finds traces of the reverence in which he, as the founder of a Christian community or as the one who had baptized a particular individual, was held or expected to be held (e.g., 1 Thess 2:9-12; 4:1-2; Phlm 10).

While the idea that a woman might have founded a Jewish community might seem absurd at first glance, seen in the light of ancient Jewish proselytism, it is not implausible. Scholars have recognized for some time that women proselytes are mentioned relatively frequently in ancient sources. If numbers of women were converting to Judaism, it is not impossible to imagine that one woman could have been the first in her community to convert and could have been active in persuading others to do so as well. Proselytizing activity by women, if it indeed existed, would have been similar to the work of such Jewish-Christian women as
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Priscilla and Junia, both of whom seem to have been active missionaries. Priscilla, who together with her husband Aquila had a house church (Rom 16:5; 1 Cor 16:19), was a teacher in the early church (Acts 18:26—notice the synagogue context) and an important co-worker of Paul (Acts 18:2-3,18; Rom 16:3-5; 1 Cor 16:19; see also 2 Tim 4:19). The Jewish-Christian woman Junia (Rom 16:7) bore the title apostolos, which implied active missionary work. (See esp. 1 Cor 9.) Another important parallel, although non-Jewish, would be Thekla, probably the most well known of early Christian women missionaries.

If archēgissa were to have meant "founder," then we would have to imagine the same type of leadership in Peristeria that we encounter in Priscilla or Junia. Thekla would be a parallel case as to proselytizing activity, although she is described as being more counter-cultural than a Jewish archēgissa may have been.

In sum, while it is impossible to ascertain more accurately what functions the title archēgissa/archēgos implied, other passages in which the term occurs indicate that "leader" is an accurate translation. "Founder," which emerged as a second possible meaning is an intriguing possibility which must remain uncertain.
CHAPTER III

WOMEN AS ELDERS

A. The Inscriptional Evidence for Women as Elders

Six ancient Greek inscriptions have been found in which women bear the title "elder" (presbytera/presbyterissa = presbyterissa). In addition to these, there exists one Greek inscription in which a woman is called PRESBYTNS (sic), most likely presbytis.

Kastelli Kissamou, Crete

CII 731c. White marble sepulchral plaque (45 x 30 x 2.8 cm; height of letters: 1.5-3 cm; distance between lines: .5-1.5 cm; 4th/5th C.).

Σοφία Γορτυνί—
2 α, προευτέρα
4 γιόσα Κιάμου ξυ-
θα. Μνήμη δικέας
6 ές ἐώνα. Ἀμήν.

L. 3: read καλ.
L. 5: read δικεάς.
L. 6: read εἰς αἴώνα.

Sophia of Gortyn, elder and head of the synagogue of Kisamos (lies) here. The memory of the righteous one for ever. Amen.

This inscription was discussed above in the context of heads of the synagogue. Important for the interpretation of the title presbytera is its parallelization with archisynagogissa, which makes it unlikely that presbytera is simply a term meant to distinguish Sophia the elder from a Sophia the younger.

Bizye, Thrace

CII 692. Grey marble stele (width: .23 m; broken off below the lettering; height of letters: 2.5 cm.; no earlier than 4th/5th C.); above the inscription a seven branched menorah and an ethrog.

Ethrog Menorah

Μνήμ(μ-) σι
2 α Τεθεκα(ς)
της πρεσσ—